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How Socially Inclined Are You?
Our global coaching and mentoring skill sets allow us to present interactively, the ‘Art of
Digital Conversation’. Honed over decades of successful face to face communications.
Guiding you to the simplistic digital world of quelling the information appetites of the all
human beings, their eyes, ears, fingers, and thumbs. It Is YOUR Digital World!
No matter what your line of business, everyone has something to say in various ways,
manners, and expressions. The size of your company does not matter, it is a socially
level playing field of thoughts, ideas, solutions, products, ideology, cultural differences
and importantly, YOU!
We all listen, search and explore subject matters,
as the hunters of old searched for their daily
sustenance. It is all about satisfaction in one
form or another…
As social pioneers we have been through the cold
winds of Iowa, the back streets of London, the
religious war-torn streets of both Belfast,
Baghdad, Afghanistan, and European diverse
insanity, not faltering in the understanding of the
inner workings of eclectic society in the anthropologic manner of direct communications,
charting the ‘wants and needs’ of knowledge in their simplest forms.
Down to earth is an understatement of our global team! Our dislike for senseless
seminars of sitting, listening and ‘don’t speak until I tell you to’ are not to our liking.
Quality, courteous conversations are what we British are known for, interspersed with a
drop of football hooliganism thrown for good or bad measure.
Our coaching and mentoring symposiums are an extremely not to miss affordable
experience like no other for you, your business or corporation that have ever attended.
Learning, expressing and leaving with powerful understanding is an understatement and
far from an exaggeration. Our inner power of guidance, interaction, inspiration and
importantly YOU, is our collective digital dialogue social recipes.
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We all listen to each other with a road map or GPS capability to all arrive at the ultimate
communications point together. Taking back an action plan that will be repeated within
your organization, no matter what its size, not in weeks but in hours.
Our Digital Dialogue Symposiums are a combination of individuals, a core group
within a business or corporation who are guided by their own abilities and understanding
by people with ‘accents’ who have already succeeded in Europe and the U.S., in allowing
companies, public safety, and government services to use their ‘Fingers & Thumbs’ to
communicate in a manner they never thought possible before.

The results will be far reaching and beyond digital expectation.
A comparison has been made between us and
the “Dog Whisperer” with the compelling
canine down-to-earth workmanship of Cesar
Millan!
In fact, that is what we are in, in the social
sense of the word, ‘whisperers’ when it
comes to social media interaction. You
know, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and
whatever other supposed social means of
communications that were invented last
night.
Dogs are a whole social experience and totally
different from cats, virtually any discussion among pet owners is bound to reveal that
there clearly are dog people and there are cat people. In some cases, the depth of
feeling for their chosen species can be quite intense.
As with the case of social media with ‘happy’ or ‘angry’ fingers and thumbs, we must be
controlled, then and only then it will work for you.
Social media is the least expensive marketing tool ever invented, from the grunts and
pleasurable groans of the cave men and women to the digital insatiability of youth,
adults, and even corporate curmudgeons.
Book Yours Today! Come To a Local Digital Dialogue Symposium as an Appetizer.

It is Digital Dialogue Productivity Personified!

WE ARE IN THE NOW AND KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
CommSmart Global Group – Virtual Digital Center
A LexisNexis Risk Solutions Partner

Email: book-symposium@commsmart-global.com

Direct Telephone: +1 (515) 300.6130
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